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The Cover Caddy gas spring assisted cover lift unique design allows for. Cover Caddy Spa Lifter Cover Caddy Hot Tub Spa Lift. 4 MB.The
Cover Rock-It is a superior cover lift that offers a simplistic design. It fits most of todays spas up to 96-inches, all the while offering ease of use
and affordability. Instructions for the Cover Rock-It Spa Cover Lifter. PDF Format 270 KB.Cover Valet Premium Spa and Hot Tub Cover
Lifters are the worlds leading premium spa cover removal system. It is designed to fit in almost any backyard environment: inside of a gazebo,
against a wall, or even. 3 MB.There has never before been a more complete spa cover lift. Undermount design works with all spa shapes. 5
MB.Spa Cover Caddys unique design allows this premium cover lifter to be installed on a number of spa shapes and sizes, including square,

rectangular, round and.Spa Cover Caddys unique design allows this premium cover lifter to be. Product Warranty: For warranty information about
this product, please click here PDF.Lay your spa cover on top of the spa and center the cover evenly. Fold back the spa cover onto itself, then

manually lift the Cover Valet and spa cover to upright position by. The Cover Valet is not designed to BEND, WARP, or to be.This cover lifter is
our best seller. Simple design with few moving parts, compatible with almost any cover. Mounted to the hot tub cabinet sides.

5 MB.

Requires 18-24.The Cover Caddy spa cover lifter is easy to install and easy to use. Its unique design allows for installation on an array of spa
shapes and sizes including octagonal, and spas with large radius or cut corners. Download PDF version of theour Cabinet Mount Cover Lifter
thats easy to install. 16 NEW Cabinet and Roller Spa Cover Lifters. The Sunbubble design, together with its unique.Smartops one-of-a-kind

design makes it the new standard in spa covers. An integrated hydraulic lifter makes opening the. The Cover Valet Spa Cover Lift and Caddy is
constructed of high-grade powder coated aluminum with under-mount cabinet design. This comes.This Easy off Deluxe Spa Cover Lifter handles
the weight for you with a. Hydraulic lift design for effortless spa cover removal Does not attach to spa cabinet preventing. You will need Adobe

Acrobat Reader to view PDF documents.The Ultralift is a spa cover lifter that covers it all! Designed to fit virtually every size, shape and brand of
spa this cover lifter is sturdy, durable and easy to install.We offer exclusive hot tub accessories designed to enhance your Hot Spring spa. Hot

Spring cover lifters are designed to fit Hot Spring spas, making the lifter.After a nice long soak, who wants to lift a heavy spa cover. This
Instructable will show how I overcame this problem. With a few tools and le.Cover lifters make it quick and easy to lift your hot tub cover off and
on. All Hot Spring spas have custom-fit covers that are designed to maintain the.When attaching alternate types of siding to a Custom Cabinet spa,

plan on using.
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Cover lifters are easily installed in.

When attaching alternate types of siding to a Custom Cabinet spa, plan on using.

Just ensure that the top bartop of the exterior covering is designed in a way that allows for the cover. 3 Shock Positions - for Light, Medium,
Heavy spa covers Locking mechanism to hold. The only cover remover with a patented Easy On Off Roller design. Cover.
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